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Abstract :  It is still arguably long way to go for the integration of two different world : CAD and 
GIS. In spite of its complex incompatible technology, there is upcoming possibilities to merge 3D 
object from CAD into GIS map (Sketchup and ArcGIS, AutodeskMAP  to name a few). As for the 
3D representation and simulation, the user-friendly, flexible and tactile environment is inevitably 
important aspect to grasp reality into virtual. There are still few achievement of 3D visualization 
based  on  GIS  data  and  most  of  it  are  still  lack  of  visual  richness.  In  the  world  of  virtual 
environment, game engine technology is one of the most promising method for engaging visual 
simulation at allowable price and excellent graphic capability.
This paper is attempt to promote a framework and method of integrating 3D CAD data and GIS 
map for visual simulation by using game engine. Goal of this research is to present feasibility to 
incorporate 3D data from CAD and georeferenced information from GIS into game engine to create 
semi accurate visual simulation of particular urban area.

Introduction

Today video games are among few technology which shape our post modern culture. Almost 75% of heads of 
households play computer or video games[1] and game habit can be found everywhere from working desktop to 
wireless palm-held device with or without network connection. Some expert say that video games is one of the 
promising  media  for  education  particularly  on  its  visual  and  engaging  environment.  Despite  of  its  leading 
technology in graphic, interface and multimedia, video game allow learners to [2] :

-visualize system in three dimension 
-compare simulation with their understanding of a system
-manipulate variables

This  paper  intend  to  present  ongoing  research  on  the  feasibility  of  game technology  to  create  interactive  3D 
environment  that  leverage  photorealistic  graphic  and  immersive  navigation  as  a  tool  for  urban  analysis  and 
visualization.
3D Urban visualization now plays important role in policy making. With the upcoming convergence of CAD and 
GIS technology[3] the virtual 3D environment on particular urban area could help for better holistic understanding 
for policy maker and every stakeholder. However, most CAD and GIS application are not equipped with such 3D 
view with navigation intended to the user. In particular, 3D game engine provide first person view as well as any 
programmable view to create engaging navigation thorough virtual environment.  By using such game engine, it is 
possible to create engaging interaction such as data bounding on particular object[4], AI on Non Playing Character 
(NPC)  to  interact  with  player  and/or  environment.  Among additional  features  that  makes  video  game engines 
attractive is capability of obtaining scalable environments that can enrich the quality of experiencing in virtual 
world.

Digital Simulation in Urban Design Study 

Urban design study and analysis  has been adopt computer technology since it could handle large amount of data. 
The  use  of  GIS  and  database  are  primary  tools  for  performing  numerous  analysis  task  for  who  work  with 
geographically  attached  data  .  However, most  design  and  planning  applications  have  been  considered  within 
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framework of two-dimensional land use and rigid zoning codes. Urban designers have rarely been able to utilize  3D 
information to generate design ideas and  concepts [5]. But now, with the increase demand for aesthetic and image 
of the city from information society,  urban designer is not only has to use 2D graphic or 3D animation as tools for 
presenting or communicating their design and study, but also has to use simulation technology prior or inline with 
any design stage in order to grasp visual sensitivity and other three dimensional aspect of built environment. In 
educational purpose, it will brings new method for evaluate, analyze and design any particular urban area. This new 
method hypothetically can enhance design concept and strategy which will end to the improvement of the quality of 
the designed plan.  Batty et  al  (2004) defined four distinct  purposes of  digital 3D models in design activities : 
exploration, explanation, engagement and education. This ongoing research will investigate the impact of game 
technology to stress those four purposes.

Goal and Related Work

Goal of this research is to present feasibility to incorporate 3D data from CAD and georeferenced information from 
GIS into game engine for design study. Since GIS is forefront technology to handle large scale spatial data and 
usually  in  2D view and  CAD is  the  most  tool  for  architect  and  urban  designer  used  to  create  3D geometry, 
incorporation such technologies in game engine promise immersive quality of  detailed graphic and interactivity 
both on space scale(CAD) and map scale(GIS). Future outlook of this incorporation is an interactive media for 
practical urban design study as well as educational purpose.

Figure 1: Research stage of integrating 3D data into GIS database and game engine

First,  this  research briefly  categorize  available  game engines  mainly devoted to produce video  games and has 
capability to query external data. Most of 3D engines nowadays could seamlessly working with native file from any 
major CAD and 3D applications, however tight integration and synchronization with external data particularly 3D 
geometry data  is not been investigated yet. The thesis is that 3D engine technology has reached programmability 
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level that allows mixed deployment of virtual worlds : one is based on internal assets and one based on external 
source such as data from from CAD and GIS. 
After careful analysis of the capabilities on game engines this research present  urban visualization of the case of 
campus  area  that  offers  informative  experience  as  well  as  data  integration  with  external  application.  Beside 
providing traditional 3D simulation on virtual environment, this research aimed at an synchronization between game 
engine and 3D external data complied in database.
Previous research into the visualization of urban-scale environment using game technology including landscape [6], 
architectural heritage[7], and intelligent virtual environment[8] has demonstrated that game engine technology is 
low-budget alternative for creating immersive 3D environment. They are optimized for real-time navigation and 
view culling,  generate views on the mostly human eye-view, has a solid tactile capability and the inclusion of 
procedural vegetation.
For the outdoor  and landscape simulation, viewpoint and ability to look around and grasp spatial characteristic are 
important criteria for 3D visualization method (Danahy, 2001). This technology is available through most of game 
engine today.
In the sense of interactivity the game engine technology provide various type of dynamic animation and interactive 
scenarios by those  Non Playing Character (NPC) behavior. Traditional virtual reality develop reconstruction or 
construction of a static environment. In most game engine (FPS-type of game), the event or dynamic simulation of 
NPC such as people, cars can be programmed and those give advance stimulating effect of 3D environment.
However, the capability of such technology to handle and manage 3D data from external data source (i.e CAD and 
GIS) still under progressive research .

Brief Comparison of Game Engines

With the large number of audiences, today video games engine provide the most advanced features such as graphic 
engine, complex models, artificial intelligent, world physics as well as networking, sound engine and modification 
tool . As noted by [4], most leading game engine based on game title  namely : Unreal Tournament3 and  Half Life2  
has relatively equal ability in graphic engine, complex model, physic engine and development tool. This categories 
is essential in this research for its visualization and flexibility to modification although limited to game level only. 
Later, this research use new game engine, Unity3D. A game engine which is not based on game title and can be use 
to develop new game with environment, game play and game logic.

Plattform Game features Ease of Use Development 
Tools

Licensing Price

Torque Win, Mac, Lin ++ + + ++

C4 engine Win, Mac, PS3 +++ ++ ++ ++

Unity3D Win,Mac,Lin +++ +++ ++ +++

Table 1: Comparison among three different commercial game engines. The more '+' indicates the better

Unity 3D Game Engine

Unity3D  is a new multi-platform game development tool. It is fully object-oriented design and FPS (First Person 
Shooter) controller ready to programme. Unity3D has game engine API for develop RTS (Real Time Strategy) and 
FPS (First Person Shooter) type of game genre.
From the urban simulation point of view, there are some advantage features : 

1. Data synchronization with native Blender file (.blend) and  Mapping synchronization with native Adobe 
Photoshop file (.psd).  It  means 3D data geometry modification in Blender and texture modification in 
Adobe Photoshop synchronize within Unity3D

2. Integrated environment editor. The tight integration between game engine and environment editor allows 
environment creation inline with game play. This include game world such as terrain and ecosystem, game 
object (NPC) such as particle system, light and other primitive objects



3. Extensible and flexible game play modification with scripting support of  JavaScript, and C# 

Aside of these, Unity3D provide high quality graphic pipeline optimized both DirectX and OpenGL. It support 
vertex and pixel shader as well as extensive library of 40 shaders and 9 particle shaders. For the game environment, 
Unity3D equipped with Physic engine including  Rigid Body, Collision Detection, Ragdolls and particle physic. It 
will enrich the virtual interaction within the game environment.

Case : Visual Simulation of Campus Area

The main goal of this research is realtime synchronization between Unity3D and external sources  from CAD and 
GIS information. For such purpose, this research develop initial case area of Shibaura Institute of Technology in 
Omiya Campus. This campus located on the relatively lowland of Saitama Prefecture, north Tokyo. The campus area 
consists  of  several  buildings  including  lecture  building,  laboratory,  library,  multipurpose  hall,  gymnasium, 
administrative, student canteen and club house. Overall campus area covered by various types of vegetation which 
gives natural sense and composition. Total area of the campus is 145,487m2.

1. 3D Data Construction
Overall site plan of the campus and detailed drawing of each buildings are acquired. The 3D modeling use Sketchup 
since is widely used for architectural design purposes. Blender 3D is used for texture mapping of urban morphology 
and connect to GIS application. Main challenge at this stage is the level of detail of each 3D geometry data. Most of 
GIS application currently available cope only two and two and a half dimensional data [9] and most of the spatial 
extension of relational databases are restricted to 2-D or 2-5D data and only a few functionalities to handle 3-D data. 
Since this research's approach is to connect 3D geometry data into GIS application, mesh complexity is the main 
consideration. In this case Grass GIS is chosen as open-source GIS application which could handle 3D geometry 
data and suitable to connect with PostGIS.

Figure 2: 3D data model on SketchUp

2. Experience with  3D geometry  attributes  in Grass GIS
Function of handling data attribute  in GIS application will be examined and incorporated with other CAD data into 
interactive  virtual  environment  in  game  engine.  There  are  some  buildings  attributes  which  take  account  into 
considerations : coordinate location, total area, total volume, total floors, height, and function. This information is 
stored in database and will be connected with CAD data in game engine in realtime.

3. Experience with Unity 3D Game Engine
As game environment, this research will create static and dynamic environment of urban area. Static environment 
consists of  buildings, parcels, access network, vegetation and street furniture. While dynamic environment consists 
of traffic simulation and people movement. One of the new learning media on urban design study try to proposed is 
spatial sensitivity and new perspective of understanding urban characteristic from human point of view. Aside from 
top view or drawing plan as regularly used. At first attempt, the main issue lied on 3D data including meshes 
complexity. It end up on slow game performance  and inconvenience experience.



Working Progress

As main elements of urban environment such as site and buildings are georeferenced, other urban elements and 
street furniture as well as vegetation will be developed internally in game engines and/or Blender. Other work on 
progress in creating game scenario which user or urban designer will be interact with. As in other FPS game, user 
will be free to explore (walking, flying), free to examine particular urban element (user  is pointing on particular 
interest  to  extract  informations).  The  other  work  on  creating  georeferenced  3D  environment  with  augmented 
information is using high-density panoramic photos[10].

Figure 3: Building block simulation in Unity 3D

Summary

So far, this research is able to develop entire urban environment with addition of dynamic elements into game 
engine. Simple user interaction  such as ability to manipulate or change particular urban element such as building 
block or alter urban design guideline is still under investigation. Furthermore, integration with GIS attributes for 
information and navigation become the main goal.
There is a long road before come into convergence between GIS and CAD technology. Parallel to these, method of 
storing 3D data into database is still under intensive research. Significant impact of such convergence is for urban 
and facility management . Nevertheless, the key of such convergence lies on information interoperability which is 
by far is the most difficult aspect. With all advantages in graphic, game engine is a promising technology of visual 
simulation for urban designers . In particular on Unity3D, this engine will work on PostgreSQL  which is database 
server used by most opensource GIS application. The First Person Shooter type of game can be use as a tool for 
various urban design purpose, particularly on education and policy maker on its better spatial comprehension. 

The Future Research Framework

Figure 4:  Research Framework
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There are various aspects and variables  to be considered in urban design study. This research aim to contribute in 
the improvement of spatial comprehension and visual experience. As most architect and urban designer intend to 
think and design by drawing, visual simulation is an important tool for them to improve their spatial perception on 
particular urban study.
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